
</Hash Check!
Verification & Validation Tools for Hashes



Hybrid Warfare

● On February 23rd, 2022, a 
destructive campaign using 
HermeticWiper targeted multiple 
Ukrainian organizations.

● On February 24th, 2022, a 
second destructive attack 
against a Ukrainian 
governmental network started, 
using a wiper we have named 
IsaacWiper.



the purpose of this tool is to validate and 
verify hashes from OSINT sources…



Indicators of Compromise (IoCs)

Indicators of compromise (IoCs) are the clues, artifact, and pieces of forensic data found on the 
network or operating system of an organization that indicate a potential intrusion or malicious activity 
in the organization’s infrastructure.

IoCs are not intelligence, although they do act as a good source of information regarding the threats 
that serve as data points in the intelligence process.

Security professionals need to perform continuous monitoring of IoCs to effectively and efficiently 
detect and respond to evolving cyber threats.
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Categories of indicators of Compromise (IoCs)

Email Indicators

Are used to send 
malicious data to 
target organization 
or individual.

Examples include 
the sender’s email 
address, email 
subject, and 
attachments or link.

Network Indicators

Are useful for 
command and 
control, malware, 
malware delivery, 
identifying the 
operating system, 
and other task.

Examples include 
URLs, domain 
names, and IP 
addresses.

Host-Based 
Indicators

Are found by 
performing an 
analysis of the 
infected system 
within the 
organizational 
network.

Examples include 
filenames, file 
hashes, registry keys, 
DLLs, and mutex.

Behavioral 
Indicators

Are used to identify 
specific behavior 
related to malicious 
activities.

Examples of 
behavioral 
indicators include 
document executing 
PowerShell script, 
and remote 
command execution.



IoCs Lifecycle

Analyze 
Data

Extract IoCs

Deploy IoCs
Identify 
Affected 
System

Collection



1. Collection - Sources

Threat 
Intelligence 

Platform



1. Collection - Sources
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SOCMINT Analysis



1. Collection - Sources
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Malware Analysis / Incident Response



1. Collection - Sources
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Repository 



2. Analyze Data

IoCs Collection .txt IoCs

Script .py

Submission to 
online platform



2. Analyze Data
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.csv IoCsScript .py Submission to 
online platform



3. Extract IoCs
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Analyzed IoCs



4. Implement IOCs
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Hashes results

Import in Cyber Security Solution

Create IDS rules on Suricata and 
import them

Create a custom rule on Wazuh 
Manager
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Thanks to All!
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